Sponsors are listed as a sponsor on the event website, recognition in the convention issue of the Addenda e-newsletter, on screen before the beginning of the sponsored workshop, and invited to participate in their sponsored workshop virtually.

EXCLUSIVE Sponsors are listed in the event program, listed as a sponsor on the event website, recognition in the convention issue of the Addenda e-newsletter, and on event signage near the exhibit. Choose one from the following:

- AIA Iowa Design Awards Entries
- AIA National Honor Awards
- AIA Committee on the Environment Top 10 Awards
- AIA Photo Contest Awards
- Emerging Professionals

mobile device app
- ONE AVAILABLE
- EXCLUSIVE
Sponsor is listed as a sponsor on the event website, recognition in the convention issue of the Addenda e-newsletter and recognized on screen and verbally during the welcome of the virtual convention. Company logo featured on the app/website. Two dedicated welcome messages to attendees are also included in this sponsorship through our Whova Convention application one per day. Sponsors will also be invited to participate on the app to engage with attendees. Whova app information.

keynote speaker
- FOUR AVAILABLE
- EXCLUSIVE: ONE PER SPEAKER
Sponsors are listed as a sponsor on the event website, recognition in the convention issue of the Addenda e-newsletter, recognized on screen and verbally before the speaker’s presentation, invited to participate and engage with convention attendees through the convention app.

virtual lunch host
- FRIDAY
Sponsors are listed as a sponsor on the event website, recognition in the convention issue of the Addenda e-newsletter, recognized verbally and on screen during the Chapter’s Annual Meeting with logo, and invited to participate and engage with convention attendees through the convention app. Virtual Lunch Host sponsors funds will be used to provide a lunch certificate for convention attendees to enjoy on Friday.

attendee experience
- ONE AVAILABLE
- EXCLUSIVE
Sponsors are listed as a sponsor on the event website, and recognition in the convention issue of the Addenda e-newsletter. Sponsor is required to create pre-convention experience packages (i.e., items may include earbuds, drink koozie, mouse pads, snack, etc.) that can be sent physical or virtually to all attendees (excluding exhibitors) before the convention begins to increase company/organization exposure and engage attendees. AIA Iowa will provide mailing labels.

Sponsors are listed as a sponsor on the event website, recognition in the convention issue of the Addenda e-newsletter, recognized verbally and on screen during the Chapter’s Annual Meeting, invited to participate and engage with convention attendees through the convention app.

Sponsors are listed as a sponsor on the event website, recognition in the convention issue of the Addenda e-newsletter, recognized on screen and verbally during welcome, and invited to participate and engage with convention attendees through the convention app.

Sponsors are listed as a sponsor on the event website, recognition in the convention issue of the Addenda e-newsletter, recognized verbally and on screen within the awards presentation, invited to join us for the live premier of the virtual awards celebration.

Sponsors are listed as a sponsor on the event website, recognition in the convention issue of the Addenda e-newsletter, recognized verbally and on screen throughout the virtual convention, and invited to participate and engage with convention attendees through the convention app.

Sponsors are listed as a sponsor on the event website, recognition in the convention issue of the Addenda e-newsletter, on screen before the beginning of the sponsored workshop, and invited to participate in their sponsored workshop virtually.

Sponsors are listed as a sponsor on the event website, recognition in the convention issue of the Addenda e-newsletter, invited to participate in their sponsored workshop virtually.

Sponsors are listed as a sponsor on the event website, recognition in the convention issue of the Addenda e-newsletter, recognized on screen and verbally before the speaker’s presentation, invited to participate and engage with convention attendees through the convention app.

Sponsors are listed as a sponsor on the event website, recognition in the convention issue of the Addenda e-newsletter, recognized verbally and on screen throughout the virtual convention, and invited to participate and engage with convention attendees through the convention app.

Sponsors are listed as a sponsor on the event website, recognition in the convention issue of the Addenda e-newsletter, listed as a sponsor on the event website, recognition in the convention issue of the Addenda e-newsletter, recognized on screen and verbally before the speaker’s presentation, invited to participate and engage with convention attendees through the convention app.

Sponsors are listed as a sponsor on the event website, recognition in the convention issue of the Addenda e-newsletter, listed as a sponsor on the event website, recognition in the convention issue of the Addenda e-newsletter, recognized on screen and verbally before the speaker’s presentation, invited to participate and engage with convention attendees through the convention app.

Sponsors are listed as a sponsor on the event website, recognition in the convention issue of the Addenda e-newsletter, and on screen before the beginning of the sponsored workshop, and invited to participate in their sponsored workshop virtually.

Sponsors are listed as a sponsor on the event website, recognition in the convention issue of the Addenda e-newsletter, and on screen before the beginning of the sponsored workshop, and invited to participate in their sponsored workshop virtually.

Sponsors are listed as a sponsor on the event website, recognition in the convention issue of the Addenda e-newsletter, listed as a sponsor on the event website, recognition in the convention issue of the Addenda e-newsletter, recognized on screen and verbally before the speaker’s presentation, invited to participate and engage with convention attendees through the convention app.

Sponsors are listed as a sponsor on the event website, recognition in the convention issue of the Addenda e-newsletter, recognized on screen and verbally during welcome, and invited to participate and engage with convention attendees through the convention app.

Sponsors are listed as a sponsor on the event website, recognition in the convention issue of the Addenda e-newsletter, recognized on screen and verbally during welcome, and invited to participate and engage with convention attendees through the convention app.